SPECIAL ORDER NO. 292
Series of 1991

In the interest of the service and in connection with the computer literacy program of the EDP Branch which aims to provide POEA employees with sufficient knowledge and skills in computer operations, the following participants are hereby directed to attend the seminar on MICROSOFTWORD on November 22 and 29, 1991 from 9:00 - 12:00 noon at the POEA Aerobics Room:

1. BERTUMEN, ANGELICA - Marketing Branch
2. MALAGKIT, MA. CRISTINA - Marketing Branch
4. GARCIA, TERESITA - Planning Branch
5. CORDERO, ANNABELLE - Human Resources Dev't. Div.
6. GUBATANGA, NIDA - Marketing Branch
7. REY, JOCELYN - Government Placement Branch
8. MERCADO, DINA - Government Placement Branch
9. SAEZ, ESTRELLA - Welfare Services Branch

For compliance.

14 November 1991

Joel N. Sarmiento
Administrator